Fault Tolerant Ethernet Based Network for Time Sensitive Applications in Electrical Power Distribution Systems
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Abstract. The paper analyses and experimentally verifies deployment of Ethernet based network technology to enable fault tolerant and timely exchange of data among a number of high voltage protective relays that use proprietary serial communication line to exchange data in real time on a state of its high voltage circuitry facilitating a fast protection switching in case of critical failures. The digital serial signal is first fetched into PCM multiplexer where it is mapped to the corresponding E1 (2 Mbit/s) time division multiplexed signal. Subsequently, the resulting E1 frames are then packetized and sent through Ethernet control LAN to the opposite PCM demultiplexer where the same but reverse processing is done finally sending a signal into the opposite protective relay. The challenge of this setup is to assure very timely delivery of the control information between protective relays even in the cases of potential failures of Ethernet network itself. The tolerance of Ethernet network to faults is assured using widespread per VLAN Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol potentially extended by 1+1 PCM protection as a valuable option.
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1. Introduction

The foreseen concept of Smart Grid technology, which promises highly efficient and dynamic energy systems in Europe, has to be backed by suitable information and communication system. From this perspective it is more than obvious to take already acquired knowledge from well-developed ordinary information and communication systems and apply it to the realm of the power energy system.

However, the energy systems like the power electrical grids have more stringent requirements on the performance factors of the communication system, at least in terms of reliability, than is generally required and expected from ordinary information systems.

There has been a growing interest in recent couple of years to apply already existing ICT technology in an electrical power industry. The main stimulus behind these activities can be primarily seen in the lower and continually decreasing capital costs, strong technology standardization and its maturity. What is not also negligible is that one can select the particular devices from a broader range of manufacturers avoiding potential vendor lock as often seen in the power distribution industry today. Ethernet technology, originally developed and targeted specifically only for the local area network segment, is nowadays very mature, low cost, scalable and reliable communication network platform that is easily upgradable to speeds of tens of gigabits. Thus, it is not surprising there is a great effort to lay this network as a foundation for the future integrated communication system of the power electricity engineering industry [1], [11].

However, Ethernet technology is not alone as the candidate considered replacing the legacy systems in an electrical power industry. Its combination with IP and MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) is also taken into account [2] to specifically cover communication needs in an extended geographical domain rather than a small area of only one substation as is most common in Ethernet’s deployment today [5], [10]. This extended communication coverage is very typical for deployment in large SCADA systems (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) [3].

The basic Ethernet technology is well suited for supporting the data transfer for classical information tech-
Technology applications running in the campus or office environment or accessing Internet resources, but not so much for the process automation or device monitoring in real time. Also, though the reliability of the basic Ethernet technology is sufficient for aforementioned office applications it is not as well for the control data exchange in the electrical power industry. Thus, the efforts have been made to alter or supplement the function of basic Ethernet technology to provide a better reliability figures particularly in the area of the substation deployment [4], [6].

As was already stated, one of the most important applications in the electrical power distribution systems is that of providing the protection relay intercommunication that is very demanding as regards the guarantee of reliability and minimum delay. Several papers [3], [7], [8], [12], [13] have already addressed these issues in different ways. It is possible either to define new protocol to deal with a potential node or link failure or use one from already existing set of standardized protocols. Implementing new algorithms is quite complicated and also in the very pragmatic world of an electrical power industry challenging to enforce. In our work we target first choice and analyze a situation where there in Ethernet based network is deployed the per VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) in combination with 1+1 PCM (Pulse-code Modulation) protection scheme in addition to the dedicated primary communication line among protection relays themselves. This protocol selected was well in line with one of our practical projects we have dealt with where there was a requirement to use already existing protocol (if possible) in the network (in this case the per VLAN RSTP) and validate its practicability for the protection relay traffic in the network with multiple VLANs.

2. Network Test Arrangement

The laboratory test interconnection of the network devices is depicted on Fig. [1] In order to stay more aligned with real practical situations, our intention was to use such a network arrangement that would be more relevant to a similar network topology deployed in one electrical power distribution company in Czech republic. All devices in our testbed are manufactured by Cisco and the network is strictly based on Ethernet L2 switching of data frames. The laboratory network architecture also follows the standard layered approach recommended by Cisco for enterprise/campus-like networks where switches SW11 and SW21 represent the core or distribution layer and all others are part of the access layer.

In practice, each electrical substation site is connected to the network core through two identical logical Cisco switches (e.g. SW12 and SW13 in our lab) to ensure both communication device and medium redundancy needed in case of the fiber or access device failure. The issues related to other potential single points of failures, like common installation of both uplink fiber cables in the same duct or feeding both redundant switches from a single power supply source were not considered.

In the paper we have strictly concentrated only on studying the effects of the dynamic network reconfiguration on the data transport interruption when one of the uplink-fiber fails (e.g. fiber cut). At the very bottom of the Fig. [1] there are two boxes named Siprotec. They represent the real high voltage remote differential protection relays from Siemens communicating in real time between each other at the electrical power distribution network to protect the electrical grid from detrimental failures that may cause the potential damage to the power lines or other power grid devices. The data communication between these relays is very important in the power distribution engineering field and as such it makes very sensitive issue to deal with. The communication requirement of the protection relays belongs to the low-bandwidth high-response real time category that is generally difficult to support unless the network is able to guarantee some sort of the priority dispatching schema of frames corresponding to this type of service.

In our case the electrical power distribution company has been using historically for ensuring the protection relays communication two independent lines, one primary optical fiber based line (blue arrowed line in Fig. [1]) and second redundant PCM E1 based line (yellow line connecting PCM muldexes). If primary optical fiber line is not interrupted the relays communicate only through them. When the primary line fails the traffic is automatically rerouted to the secondary line hosted by PCM transmission system. The serial data of relays are first mapped in PCM muldex to the corresponding E1 frame channel of E1 and then are sent to the opposite PCM muldex through another pair of fibers. The direct primary and secondary optical fibers (via PCM) pass along the different pathways to tackle forming a single point of failure at common duct/cable level.

Our goal was to check whether the PCM can be potentially replaced by Ethernet based network without incurring unacceptable transit delay and decreased reliability. The laboratory testbed corresponding to the Ethernet network is also depicted in Fig. [1]. Four Ethernet switches form a representative part of entire Ethernet metropolitan network. This network is also used for other applications, particularly SCADA, to move data from Remote Terminal Units (RTU’s) installed in appropriate substations (the pair of switches SW12/SW13 is in practice installed in the place of one
substation and SW22/SW23 in another) to the central SCADA servers connected to the core switches SW11 and SW21. In other words, the interconnection of switches is not purpose built only for the relays, but the network as a whole must support also hub-and-spoke type of communication. A key design requirement was to preserve currently running resilience protocol in the network, which is per VLAN RSTP, and check its reconfiguration/interruption time in the case of link failure. As can be seen from network topology, there is potentially a number of possible failures, both on the side of the devices and connecting fibers.

However, most probable failures come from the uplink fibers (e.g. from SW11 to SW12) as they are relatively long (several kilometers) and pass through various pathways that may be cut or another way interrupted. Other fiber segments in the network (e.g. SW11-SW21, SW12-13 and SW22-23) are only short local interconnection of switches not posing a great reliability issue if properly treated. The device failures were not extensively studied here thought in some cases they can be simulated by the node’s concurrent multiple fiber failure model.

### 3. RSTP Convergence Time

Ethernet technology historically supported only active tree topology. This requirement resulted in only one active pass permissible for any pair of communicating in the entire bounded switched network. If this rule was not adhered to, the potential loop in the network would leave network totally inoperable causing endless circulation of the data frames and inducing excessive load on the switches that forced very quickly reindex station’s position in the network. Sooner or later this way looped Ethernet network is sentenced to its own load collapse. However, the impossibility to intentionally introduce the loops in the network topology significantly affects its resilience as there is only one path available between any two communicating devices and when any component of this path fails the path fails fully disabling any subsequent data transfer. In this sense the loops are very vital providing standby paths in case the active ones fail.

The ability of the Ethernet to resist the line or node failures is very significant for applications that operate in the real time and do not tolerate long traffic disruption. For the classical office and campus network applications Ethernet was supplemented by the distributed algorithm called Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) that enabled design of Ethernet network topology with multiple physical loops. However, in this case STP dynamically builds up logical tree topology above the physical one by blocking specific segments between switches and thus disconnecting loops holding operational topology again as the tree. If the failure of the switch or any segment occurs in the active logical tree, the STP progressively builds up a new and different active logical tree out of still operating parts (i.e. switches and segments) of the network.

The STP has been standardized and implemented for years in accordance with the document known as IEEE 802.1D. However, the main drawback of this historically first standard has been a low convergence speed of the algorithm leading in the event of the failure to a very long traffic disconnection time in the order of tens of seconds, which is not acceptable for mission critical applications like the ones used in the process control of utility systems.

RSTP protocol was specifically designed to tackle slow convergence of its predecessor. In our project we have used this protocol because it can support very short outage of data packet streams in case of network failures.

### 4. RSTP Convergence Measurement

In our situation of the laboratory tests we have used aforementioned network topology in Fig. 1. The core switches were Cisco Catalyst C3560 and all access switches Cisco Catalyst C2960. The software images we have used ordinarily supported the rapid spanning tree protocol. Though better choice was to implement multiple spanning tree protocol (MSTP), we have rather concentrated on the tests and verification of per VLAN rapid spanning tree protocol (per VLAN RSTP) as this one was required to be checked in our project. The slowest convergence of RSTP protocol is when the root switch fails and hence the remaining switches are forced to elect new root switch to continue to support a logical spanning tree in the network. However, this event was not considered for it has a lower probability to occur than the uplink fiber failures.

We have configured the network in such a way that SW11 played a role of active root switch in our topology and SW21 as a standby root bridge for the case of the primary is lost. The star-type topology was dictated by the design of the production network, traffic patterns in the network and the primary requirement to have minimum devices between substations and the substations and the network center, here represented by SW11 and SW21 switches. Thought this double-star like topology is very demanding as the number of the optical fibers and lengths required it does not make a big trouble in our case as the corresponding distribution company already had its own very rich optical network with a plenty of the optical fibers already installed. Alternative topologies can be considered,
of course (like the ring), but redesigning this critical network was not welcomed at all by the distribution company as it is very pragmatic to any considerable changes in any system if these are not absolutely necessary bringing clear benefit for the potential failure of the network is in stake anytime when any configuration and hardware change are made. These type of networks and systems fall under strict rules of reconfiguration, testing and management procedures and thus it is not easy to do some experiments in live there.

The test procedure of our measurement was quite simple. We used a professional EXFO analyzer FTB 500 to inject repeated train of Ethernet frames of 200 bytes long to the port #6 of SW12 every 1 ms in time and at the SW22 this sequence was received and lost frames counted. The disruption time is then given by the number of lost frames multiplied by frames sending period at the transmitter site using the formula

$$t_{dis} = N_{lost} \cdot T_p$$

(1)

where $t_{dis}$ is time of traffic disruption in the case of the port #6 connect or disconnect event, $N_{lost}$ is the number of lost Ethernet frames and $T_p$ is the period of time for frames are sent to the port #6 on SW12 (in our case 1 ms).

We used the physical access speed of 100 Mb·s$^{-1}$ on all ports in the network in our test. The processing delay at the transmitter and receiver site of the analyzer and the length of frames were neglected as they are in the order of microseconds and we are dealing here with disruption times in the order of tens of milliseconds and even more, see further.

The precision of our measurement is primarily dictated by a finite time of sending frames in the network, in this case it is $\pm 2$ ms. Again it can be neglected in comparison with the average disruption times measured.

The number of VLANs was changed in each step on the switch SW11 and using VTP protocol the list of VLANs was distributed to remaining switches in the network followed by other cycle of the experiment. One experiment consisted of 14 cycles of port #2 disconnect/reconnect events at SW11 and results were plotted in graphs shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 2 corresponds to disconnect events and Fig. 3 reconnect
events. As can be seen when a number of VLANs is kept low the disruption time is also low and has even small variance.

However, as the number of VLANs increases the disruption time as well and also its variance. The reason for that behavior can be attributed to how multiple control messages of RSTP are processed inside the switches. The similar curves corresponding to the reconnection events are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the reconnection disruption times are shorter than disconnection ones, and again a larger variance is evident when the number of VLANs is increasing. In order to better understand dependence of the disruption time on the number of VLANs we have plotted the average values of disruption times for all cycles in other plot shown in Fig. 4 where a nearly linear dependence of the disruption time on the number of VLANs can be seen.

5. Conclusion

In the paper we have summarized measurements done in a laboratory environment to check the feasibility of RSTP and Ethernet network for deployment in demanding electrical power distribution network. We have found that performance of per VLAN RSTP protocol as implemented by Cisco switches is linearly dependent on the number of VLANs configured in the network and that time of traffic disruption grows faster in the case of uplink disconnect than reconnect event. Thus, to use per Vlan RSTP the number of VLANs has to be considered even in a very simple hub-and-spoke topology. Also, the more VLANs in the network the larger variance in disruption traffic was found.

When the protective relay’s communication is considered in this scenario, it is evident that in the moment of the uplink fiber cut (disconnect) the communication line is not available at least for 80 ms at the average time and with only one VLAN in the network configured that is not typical situation in practice at all. In many case such a long disruption time is not tolerated by most differential protection relays where the required ranges are in the fraction up to the order of a few milliseconds (0.5–5 ms) depending on the type of protection. Thus, in the failure scenario the relays are not able to communicate among each other. In order to make communication more robust, it is possible to send relay’s data along two separate paths and hence use 1+1 protection or to strictly keep communication fiber’s or equipment’s failures independent of those in the electrical power system to ensure a break in power distribution system will not cause at the same time a failure at communication network.
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